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Abstract: A method of decomposing the optimality system arising in opti
mal boundary control of elliptic systems of partial differential equations on 2-d 
networks into subproblems on individual elements of the network is presented. 

1 ELLIPTIC SYSTEMS ON 2-D NETWORKS 

Let P be a two-dimensional polygonal topological network in lRN, N 2: 3. Thus 
P is a finite union of nonempty subsets PI, I E I., such that 

(i) each PI is a simply connected open polygonal subset of a plane Ih m 
JRN; 

(ii) UIEI PI is connected; 

(iii) for all I, J E I., PI nP J is either empty, a common vertex, or a whole 
common side. 

For each IE I. we fix a system of Cartesian coordinates (x 1 , x2 ) in Ih. Thus 

III= {Pia+ XI11II + X2'17J2}, x1, x2 E lR, 

where 11 Il, 11 I 2 are orthonormal vectors that span II I and p IO denotes the origin 
of coordinates in III. The linear segments that form the boundary oPI of PI 
are written f IJ, J = 1, ... , NI. It is convenient to assume that r IJ is open in 
oP I. The collection of all r I J are the edges of p and is denoted by A. An edge 
r[J corresponding to an A E A is denoted by riA orr A and the index set I.A 
of A is I.A = {II A= riA}· The degree of an edge is the cardinality of I.A and 
is denoted by dA. For each IE I.A we denote by VIA the unit outer normal to 
PI along rJA. The coordinates of VIA in the given coordinate system of III are 
written (v}A, v}A)· 

for arbitrary values of the coupling parameter a. 
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Let m 1 be a given integer. For a function W : P f-t IRm, W 1 will denote 
the restriction ofW to P1, that is W1: P1 f-t IRm: x f-t W(x). We introduce 

m x m matrices Bf, C1, IE I, a, f3 = 1, 2, = and C1 = CJ, 
and where the superscript T indicates transpose, and we define the symmetric 
bilinear form 

B(W, V) = L: { + BfW!) · (VI,a + B'fVI) 
lEI j'Pr 

where repeated lower case Greek indices are summed over 1,2. A subscript 
following a comma indicated differentiation with res,rect to the corresponding 
variable, e.g., wl,{j = oWJ/oxp. The matrices 'Bf, CI may depend on 
(x 1 , x2 ) E P1 and B is required to be V-elliptic for an appropriate function 
space V. 

We shall consider the variational equation 

WEV, B(W,V)= L: { FA·V1, VVEV, (1.2) 
AE.N••• lrrA 

where the space V is defined in terms of certain geometric edge conditions, 
.Next is the set of exterior Neumann edges (see below), I is the unique index 
associated with an edge A E .Next, and FA E [L2(f A)]m. To describe the space 
V we partition the edges of A into two disjoint subsets 1J, the Dirichlet edges, 
and .N, the Neumann edges. Each edge A E 1J is assumed to be an exterior 
edge, that is, dA = 1. We denote by .Next the exterior edges in .N and set 
.Nint = .N\.Next, the set of interior Neumann edges. We define 

1i = {V: P f-t IRml V1 E [L2(PI)]m} 

with the standard norm, 

V = {V E 1iiV1 E [H1(PI)]m, V1 = 0 
on f I A if f IA E 1J, VI = V J on fA if f IA = f J A}. 

We shall assume that the bilinear form B satisfies 

B(V, V) VV E V, 

for some constant c > 0. This ellipticity condition will hold in examples 2.2 
and 2.3 below if 1J f. 0, and also in example 2.1 if, for instance, for each IE I 
the 2 x 2 matrix is positive definite and bJ = CJ = 0. 

Let 

AE.N••• 

For F E u and A E .Next' FA will denote the restriction of F to r A. Consider 
the optimal control problem 

{L: { IWI- ZII 2 + k L: { IFAI 2 } 
lEI l'Pr AE.N••• lr A 
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where Z = {ZI} lEI E 1l is given, k > 0 is the penalization parameter and WI, 
I E I is the solution of (1.2). By standard theory, the optimality system is 

B(W,V)+ L f C)r·Vr=O, 
AEllfcxt Jrl A 

B(C), V) = L { (WI- ZI). VI, vv E v. 
lEI }pi 

This is the variational formulation of the boundary value problem 

.CIWI = 0, .CIC)I =WI- ZI in 'PI, 

WI = C) I = 0 on rIA if rIA E 'D, 

w I = w J' C) I = C) J on A if rIA = r J A' 

D..,! A C) I= 0, D..,! A WI+ I= 0 on riA if riA E Next, 

(1.3) 

L D..,IA W1 = L D..,IAC)I = 0 on A if A E Nint, (1.4) 
IEIA IEIA 

where we have set 

D..,1A W1 := + BfWJ). 

Conditions (1.3) and (1.4) are referred to as geometric junction conditions and 
mechanical junction conditions, respectively. 

2 EXAMPLES 

Example 2.1 (Scalar elliptic equations on 2-d networks) Suppose that m = 1. 
In this case the matrices B'f, C1 reduce to scalars bJ, CJ, where 

= The geometric and mechanical junction conditions are respectively 

WI=WJonAifriA=rJA ,AENint, 

L v'fA = (WI,(3 + WI) = 0 on A, A E Nint. 
IEIA 

The reader is referred to the book of Nicaise (1993) for a detailed existence
regularity theory for scalar elliptic equations on 2-d networks. 

Example 2.2 (Networks of homogeneous isotropic membranes in IR3 ) In this 
case m = N = 3. For each IE I we choose a basis {ellc}2=1 so that ell= 11ll, 
el2 = 71J2 1 el3 =ell X e12, where '1ll 1 '1112 are the unit coordinate vectors in 
Ih. We set B'f = CI = 0. With respect to the {elk H=l basis the matrices 
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are given by 

Al2-
I -

f..LI 
0 
0 

Wikeik (summation convention over k from 1 to m), w 1 

1 
Eaf3(WI) = 2(W!a,(3 + WI(3,a), 

= 2J.LIEa(3(w!) + )..IE-y-y(wi)J<>f3. 

The bilinear form (1.1) may be written 

B(W, V) = L 1 [Sf(3(wi)Ea(3(vi) + f..LIWI3,aVI3,a]. 
lEI 'PI 

The geometric and mechanical junction conditions for W are respectively 

w I = w J on A if rIA = r J A ' 

L [Sff3 (wi )eif3 + f..LI WI3,aedv!A = 0 on A when A E Nint, 

IEIA 

which have the interpretations of continuity of displacements and balance of 
forces, respectively, at the membrane junctions (see Lagnese, Leugering and 
Schmidt (1994)). 

Example 2.3 (Interface problems for serial Reissner-Mindlin plates) We take 
N = m = 3 and assume that the regions PI are coplanar. The region UroP I 
represents the middle surface of a thin plate of uniform thickness h. Within 
the region PI x ( -h/2, h/2) the plate is assumed homogeneous and elastically 
isotropic with Lame parameters )..I, f..LI and shear modulus KJ. Let Til, T1 2 

be unit coordinate vectors in the plane ll containing the regions PI, and set 
el = T/2, e2 =-Til and e3 = el X e2. The matrix CI = 0 and, with respect to 
the { ek H=l basis, 

11 . (h2( )h2 ') AI =hdmg J:22M+<TJ, 12 f..LI,J\.J, 

Ay2 = h diag (2J.LI + <TI) ,I< I) 

where <TJ = 2J.Lr>.r/(2J.Lr +>.I), 
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(
0 0 0) B} = 0 0 0 , 
1 0 0 

(1.5) 

With this notation the bilinear form ( 1.1) is 

B(W, V) = 2..: { [Sf.B(wi)t:a,a(vi) + Kih(WI3,a + Wia)(VI3,a +VIa)]. 
lET }p1 

The function W13(x1, x2) represents the transverse displacement of the material 
particle situated at (x1, x2) E PI in the reference configuration, and Wn, W12 

measure transverse shearing. The geometric junction conditions for W are 

WJk = WJk on A when riA= r JA, k = 1, 2, 3, 

(the degree dA = 2 for each interior edge) while the mechanical junction con
ditions are 

:L VIA= Sf{J(w!) = 0, ,8 = 1, 2, 
lETA 

2..: K1 v[A (WI3,a + WI a) = 0 on A when A E Nint. 
lETA 

These have the interpretations of balance of angular and linear momenta, re
spectively (see Lagnese, Leugering and Schmidt (1994)). 

3 DOMAIN DECOMPOSITION 

In the present context the object of domain decomposition is to replace the 
above global optimality system on the network P by a sequence of local prob
lems on the elements PI whose solutions converge to a solution of the global 

optimality system in an appropriate sense. Each local problem is itself the op
timality system for some local optimal control problem. In the decomposition, 
the geometric and mechanical junction conditions that couple adjacent regions 

in the global network are replaced by local Robin-type boundary conditions in 
which the effect of adjacent regions is modeled by certain inhomogeneities in 
the boundary conditions. This strategy was first employed in the context of 
optimal control problems for single scalar equations by Benamou (see, e.g., Be

namou (1995), (1998) and references therein) and later extended by Leugering 
(1998) to construct domain decompositions for the optimal control of certain 
mechanical networks of 1-dimensional elements, where multiple nodes naturally 

appear. 
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For each index I E 'I let 1h denote the Dirichlet edges in o'PI and set 
NI = 8PI\'DI, which is partitioned into N;xt uNjnt' where N;xt = NI nNext. 
We write 1lj for [H 8 (PI)]m, 1lr = and we define 

Vr ={VII Vr E 1l}, Vr = 0 on rrA if rrA E VI} 

A continuous, symmetric bilinear form BI is defined on VI by 

Br(WI, Vr) = { + BfWr) · (VI,a + B'fVr) + CIWr · Vr] 
}pi 

and we assume that 

for some constant cr > 0. 
For each IE 'I and n = 0, 1, ... , we consider the following sequence of local 

problems for functions w7+1, 

2:::: 1 2:::: kAir 
AEJV["' riA AEJV}nt riA 

= '2:: 1 V1 · AIA(Wn, VV1 E VI, (1.6) 
AEJV}nt riA 

= 2:::: lr VV1 EVI, (1.7) 
AEAf}nt riA 

where kA > 0 is constant, 

A ( n n) 2kA ""' n k J,.n 2 ""' D wn D wn 
VJA J+ VIA I> 

A JEIA A JEIA 

ITIA(wn, = -Wn). 

The boundary value problem corresponding to (1.6), (1.7) is 

I' wn+1 0 I' J,.n+1 wn+1 z . p '-'I I = , I = I - I In I, 

w[+1 = = 0 on riA if riA E VI, 

D W n+1 1 J.n+l _ 0 
VIA [ + - > 

DviA w[+l + kA"/IA = AIA(wn' 

DviA kA"/IA w[+1 = ITIA(wn, 
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The inhomogeneities AlA (Wn, «Jn), IliA (Wn «Jn) reflects the influence of the 
regions adjacent to riA, A E Njnt' on the solution in PI at level n + 1. 
The choice of {W7, is arbitrary save for a regularity requirement on 
AIA(W0 ,CJ 0 ) and IliA(W0 ,CJ 0). One may verify that the above system for 

is the optimality system for the local optimal control problem 

inf { [ Z1l 2 + k L [ IFIAI 2 
FEC2 (.NI) JPI Ae.N••• lriA 

I 

subject to 

E VI, 

+ A'f:; .. £,. ([Fa['+ tw;+< +III A (w•, +•) I')} 

VI)= E [ FIA · v1 
AE.Ni'' riA 

+ L -f- [ (FIA + AIA(Wn, «Jn)) ·VI, VV1 E VI 
Ae.Nint A JriA 

I 

4 CONVERGENCE 

Suppose that AIA(W0 ,CJ 0), IliA(W0 ,CJ 0 ) E .C2(fJA), VA E Njnt. Then, for 
each n 2:0 and IE 'L, AIA(wn,«Jn), IIIA(wn,«Jn) E .C2 (fiA) and the local 
optimality system has a unique solution E VI' E VI. 

Theorem 1 Suppose that the solution of the global optimality system has the 
regularity 

D W D "" E .C 2 (f ) IE '7', A E N1int. IliA [, IliA"*![ IA' .L 

Then for each I E 'L, 

-t WI strongly in 1l1, 

«J'i'+1lriA -t i)IIrrA strongly in .C2(fiA), A E Npct. 

In words, the solution W = 3D{W I} IE 'I of the global optimal control problem 
is the strong limit in 1l of the solutions Ie'I of the local optimal control 
problems, and the global optimal control { -ti)IlriA} A eN•"'' is the strong limit 

in U of the local optimal controls { AEN""''. 
Space limitations do not permit a detailed proof of this theorem. The idea 

is to set 
Un+1 - wn+1 - w .y.n+1 - .;w;.n+1 - .;o;. I - I I, YJ -"*!I "*![, 

and to introduce the quantity 

En+1 := L L l {kA(IU'i'+112 + 
AE.Nint lEIA rrA 
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It is then possible to prove the recursion 

By iteration we obtain 

n+l n 
I 

where L at= 1/2(a1 +an H)+ La£. It follows in particular that 
l=l l=2 

Therefore 

{V[}Ia-+ 0 strongly in 1i, w[lrrA-+ 0 strongly in L2(riA), VA E Next. 
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